Are you Ready? Emergency Preparedness Study Guide
http://centervideo.forest.usf.edu/video/qpi/nevada/emergencyprepare/start.html

Each person and pet in your home should have at least ___ gallon of water per day for at least ___ days.

Who will DFS contact in the event they can not get in contact with you during an emergency?

What are three critical requirements of caregivers during an emergency or disaster?

___________ is the number one natural hazard in Clark County.

Government assistance after a disaster can take at least ___ hours or as long as ___ days.

TRUE and FALSE. The following are all ways you can help be best prepared:
Make a family communication plan with out of state contacts and a "meet up place", stay informed by listening to local alert systems and monitoring emergency information, and get an emergency kit for the whole family to shelter in place and a go bag for each person in the family in case evacuation.

Are you responsible for preparing a home based disaster kit? YES or NO

You must contact your DFS case worker _____ after an emergency or disaster.

How can the Southern Nevada Community Preparedness Application and www.Ready.Gov can help you plan for an emergency or disaster?

You should test your emergency preparedness and communication plan at least ____ per year.

You are required to submit your Emergency/Disaster Plan to DFS by _________.